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Klimator and AiDEN Auto demonstrate driver alerts 
related to weather and road weather conditions

AiDEN Auto creators of the first white label and bi-directional connected services hub 
powered by the Android Automotive Operating System (AAOS) and Klimator, world-leading 
experts in road weather intelligence, will be showcasing a new collaboration during the 
Connected Vehicle Systems Alliance (COVESA) All Member Meeting in Gothenburg, April 16 
– 18. The Demonstration will include Klimator weather alerts in multiple AiDEN-enabled 
passenger and commercial vehicles.

"AiDEN’s Services Hub was launched to enable OEMs to rapidly introduce innovative 
connected vehicle experiences that their customers would benefit from and showcasing 
weather safety use cases with Klimator demonstrates the flexibility of our platform.” Says 
Todd Thomas, Chief Revenue Officer at AiDEN Auto.

“Our advanced technology is designed to assist and minimize risks associated with road and 
weather conditions. Together with AiDEN Auto, we provide road weather intelligence as 
proactive information to the driver seamlessly. We are very excited about this demonstration 
as it shows the value that we bring to the market.” Says Viktoria Bogren, Head of Business 
Area Automotive at Klimator.

About AiDEN Auto
Imagine a world where your vehicle anticipates your every need, delivering tailored services to 
you in an instant. Experience the seamless integration of third-party digital services directly 
into your vehicle, elevating your driving experience to new heights. With AiDEN, the ultimate in-
car convenience is at your fingertips.
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Partner Fondkommission AB (phone 0046 31 761 22 30, www.partnerfk.se) is the company’s 
Certified Adviser on Nasdaq First North Growth Market.

About Klimator
Klimator AB is a publicly listed software company with over 30 years of research in applied 
road climatology. Klimator has two innovations – the data platform Road Condition Data (RCD), 
providing predictive high precision road weather information, and the sensor fusion solution 
AHEAD providing real- time detective road weather information. With these innovations, 
Klimator provides precise and reliable road weather information to the winter maintenance and 
the automotive industries creating safer roads and enabling scalable autonomous driving (AD) 
and intelligent driver support systems (ADAS). In 2020, Klimator acquired HedeDanmark's 
business operations within connected sensors to broaden and strengthen Klimator's product 
portfolio.
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